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precision  
foundation  
brush 
1001
FACE 

With an angular cut, this 
brush applies with more 
precision fluid products
in face areas where it is 
difficult to access to.

rounded  
foundation 
brush 
1002
FACE
 
For makeup base application 
in different textures like fluid 
or creamy.

concealer  
Blending  
brush 
1003
FACE 

This brush allows you to 
apply and blend fluid or 
creamy products in specific 
areas like facial dark circles 
or hyper-pigmented zones.

place 
eyeshadow 
brush 
1007
EYES

For eyeshadow application 
on the eyelid.

blending 
eyeshadow 
brush 
1008
EYES

Perfect brush to blend 
eyeshadows.

soft  powder  
brush 
1004
FACE

For compact or loose 
powder application all over 
the face.

fluffy  lush  
brush 
1005
FACE

It provides an easy
application of powder 
products in specific areas. 
Thanks to the fibers
density, the product
can be blended easily.

highlighter  
brush 
1006
FACE 

Due to its shape and  
density, this brush allows 
you to apply products in 
specific areas such as
highlighter or powder to 
seal the concealer.

Precision  
eyeshadow 
brush 
1009
EYES

For an accurate eyesha-
dow application in specific 
areas. It also allows you to 
blend an eye pencil.

airbrush   
concealer 
brush 
1010
EYES

Blurs the concealer in big 
areas such as under eyes 
circles and also in small 
areas of difficult access.
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powder  
foundation & 
bronzer brush 
1011
FACE
 
Powder application all over 
the face in order to
modulate coverage. It also 
helps to integrate bronzing 
powder in certain areas.

light
Foundation 
brush 
1012
FACE
 
Perfect brush to apply light 
texture foundations. Made 
with synthetic fibers it is also 
good to contouring face 
shape with creamy or fluid 
contouring products.

contour 
brush 
 
1013
FACE

Synthetic brush with
angular shape to contour   
face with fluid or creamy
textures makeup.

duo fibre 
powder brush
1014
FACE
 
DUO fiber brush with flat 
top. It is perfect to apply 
and blend mineral powder.
Soft, lightweight layers for 
a professional finish.

duo fibre 
multifunction 
brush 
1016
FACE
 
DUO round brush, double 
fiber and short hair.
Multifunctional use. Perfect 
to apply light and fluid 
cream textures, in a circular
motion and light strokes.

mini
precision
Brush 
1017
FACE
 
Multifunctional small brush 
to cover all areas of the 
face. It leaves even and 
precise finish, and it is ideal 
to conceal, modeling and 
highlight.

maxi
precision
brush 
1018
FACE
 
Multifunctional big brush to 
cover all areas of the face.
It leaves even and precise 
finish, and it is ideal to
conceal, modeling and 
highlight.

blending
brush
1019
FACE
 
Brush for blending makeup 
made of conical shape and 
long and soft fibers that 
allows the application of 
powder products.
Versatile use.

blending prism 
brush
1020
FACE
 
Blending brush in the 
shape of a 4 side prism. 
Made of compact and 
soft fibers. Ideal to blend 
on spots or scars wi-
thout affecting the rest of 
makeup.

duo fibre 
powder brush v2 
1015
FACE
 
DUO round, double-fiber 
brush with flat-cut and 
short hair. Ideal for a smoo-
th and easy application of           
foundations and powder 
products. Light finish.

makeup  prisM
brush
1021
FACE
 
Triangular prism brush to 
apply primer, concealer or 
powder. With angular cut, 
it allows you much more 
control over desired 
coverage or modulation.



Since its origin, MAIKO has sought to offer high-quality professional 
makeup elements.

The art of makeup requires the use of appropriate tools to achieve 
exceptional looks. Is essential having the best options to create a good 
makeup. Because our skin deserves much more than that. It deserves a 
gem.

With the new  Luxury Grey collection, MAIKO is inspired by the universe of 
luxury and excellence in the manufacture of its brushes.

A brush, a jewel.

This exclusive and defined luxury collection is a meticulous selection of 
easy to use and practical jewelry, created exclusively to achieve the perfect 
makeup.

A metallic, elegant, sophisticated and resplendent jewel. It becomes and 
essential jewel in your dresser for a distinctive and sensational final touch.
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1110

r o u n d e d  c a s e 
t o  k e e p  y o u r 
m a k e  u p  j e w e l s 
s a f e .

Made in grey stone synthethic skin 

with engraved logo. 

Your essential accessory for Maiko 

Luxury Grey brushes.

Complete collection of 9 brushes on 

your dresser.



Ctra de Ribes, 163 

08591 Aiguafreda 

www.ortrade.es

info@ortrade.es 

T. +34 93 844 22 43

Official distributor in Spain

www.maikocosmetics.com


